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Due to the content found in this issue being 
controversial in nature, reader’s discretion is advised. 
We have done our best to keep this issue as unbiased 
and accessable to all SUNYIT students as possible, but 
if you have any concerns, please send us an email to the 
address which can be found to the right. Factory Times 
has big plans for this semester and the future to grow 
and mold to the interests of the students of SUNYIT, 
so your feedback is greatly desired and appreciated. 
Thank you.

Sincerely,
 Elliot O’Reilly
Publication Director
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Social Media: 
The Best Ice 
Breaker
By: Mike Simpson
Designed by Paul Juiliani

   Bob Dylan once said “The times they are a-chang-
ing,” and boy howdy have things changed. Everything from 
the way that we design cars to how we communicate with 
one another has taken a technological turn. Today we are 

discussing how communication has 
changed ever since the creation of 

the social networks but first, 
a history lesson. Back 

in my day when you 
wanted to get a hold 

of someone that 
wasn’t in shouting 
distance, you would 
figure out their 

house telephone 
number and call 

them up. Slowly, this 
form of communication 

became replaced by 
text messaging as the 

main way that we com-
municate with each other. 

But in today’s fast paced 
society the social network 
has tried its best to form a 
new hierarchy of communi-

cation that is easier and 
more efficient. From my 
research and findings 
I have discovered that 
this hierarchy starts 
with Facebook and 
ends with a face to face 
conversation between 
two parties. But in order 

to get to the face 
to face interaction, 
one must follow the 
proper steps.
  
  
DISCLAIMER: 
If technology 
isn’t your bag 
and you’d 
prefer to 
meet people 
the “old fashioned” way of walking up to 
someone and starting a conversation, first 
I’d like to applaud your grandfather-esk 
stance on emerging technologies, but also 
caution you about the dangers of not em-
bracing these new and exciting forms of 
communication. For if you chose to fight the 
current of technology you run the risk of 
being pulled under by the crashing waves 
of its influence. Also, these steps aren’t the 
Ten Commandments of meeting people. It’s 
just a route that I’ve found to be successful. 
With that being said, technology is always 
changing and evolving so one day this may 
become outdated. Take it with a grain of 
salt. If you take anything away from this 
article I hope that it’s this: As the world 
changes, we must adapt and change with 
it. 
       
        Now for the aforementioned hierarchy. First we 
start with Facebook. I’m sure most of you reading this 
have either multiple people on your friends list that you 
don’t know or don’t talk to anymore. So what would you 
do if you want to have a face to face conversation with 
someone from your friends list? You get their attention. 
Facebook allows you to do this with its poke function. A 
poke represents many things but its overall function is to 
get someone’s attention. If the other party is interested in 
talking to you they will poke you back. From here you can 

either engage in a nonsensical poke war, or accept 
their acknowledgement of you poking them and pre-
cede to private message them over Facebook. 

        The private message has taken over the function 
that (for those of you who still remember) AIM served. 
Instant messaging! After you have felt that you have 
established enough of a connection with your “Face-
book friend” you can move onto the question of “what 
other social media networks are you on?” Be as subtle 
as you want with this step. Choose your words wisely 
and determine the level of tact needed in order to find 
out the information needed. 

Other Networks and Their 
Functions

        Twitter allows you to view what someone is all 
about. Twitter is a way for people to advertise them-
selves through what they favorite, tweet, and retweet. 
If someone tweets about soccer and other sports, 
chances are that person is either athletic or a diehard 
sportskateer (Sport Enthusiast).
Instagram allows you to view photos that they may 
have taken of or by that person. With Instagram you 
can determine what some of their hobbies of that per-
son are. Maybe they have different photos of various 
landmarks from across the United States which would 
indicate a love of travel.
When you feel like you’re ready for it you can take the 
next step and pop the question “Do you ever snap-
chat?” With snapchat you can see what an average 
day is for them, share interesting moments from your 
day with them, and slowly build a relationship with that 
person that goes beyond liking their photos on Face-
book. Snapchat allows you to view that person’s facial 
expressions and which can help convey tone. Some-
thing that texting doesn’t do.
If you haven’t already done so you can safely ex-

change numbers as a way for you to contact them 
when there isn’t Wi-Fi. From here you can take the fi-
nal step, “the face to face meeting.” The entire getting 
to know each other phase that would normally be take 
place during the face to face interaction is already 
done. You can now safely meet this person a public 
place with the peace of mind that you don’t have to 
use “ice breaker” questions such as “where do you 
work?” or “who is your favorite Beatle?” Before you 
know it, you’ve made a friend by using social media 
that you are interacting with in a face to face situation.
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Movie Tech vs Present 

Tech
By: Anthony Baptiste

DEsigned by: zach handzel

  Hover boards,time machines, and robots, these were the expectation 
for the future in the 80's. By the 2000's everything was suppose to be 
automated and everyone was going to have a robot servant to make their 
lives easier. It’s weird to look back at those movies and see that the 
changes from then to today are lacking. I’m still getting stuck in traffic 
because my car can't fly. I don’t get new metal bones after I break the 
original ones. It’s as if scientists have taken a break and decided to work 
on practical things like gas mileage. I hope flying cars are a little lower 
on the list. Let’s analyze some of the inventions and expectations from old 
school sci-fi movies that we are all still waiting for.

  Robocops: Troops in wars and cops in rough neighborhoods are always 
in danger and unfortunately they are often injured in the line of duty. They 
are often left missing limbs and are not able to continue on with their 
jobs. In the movie RoboCop from 1987 a cop is massively injured in a call gone 
horribly wrong. Limbs were missing; blood was spilled, leaving Peter Weller 
in critical condition. In his death doctors say that this man deserves another 
chance to continue on his mission as a cop. So they decided to rebuild him as 
a bad ass robot human thing. Kids looked on with wide eyes as this Robocop 
stops all the bad guys with his futuristic improvements saying that they 
wanted to be just like Robocop, minus the being shot with shotguns in a 
sketchy warehouse by some thugs. But today we are not as advanced as 
the imaginations of the producers and writers of this movie. When cops are 
drastically injured in their line of duty they are not given robotic parts and 
go back to the force. Instead they are given normal prosthetics and are 
left to live a normal life. We all wish that these Robocops were running 
the streets keeping everyone safe and reducing the crime rate. We need to 
talk to doctors and scientists who saw this movie and tell them to start 
working hard on these ideas. They have had about 40 years to work on this 
if you also count The Six Million Dollar Man television show. They need to 
stop trying to make my phone smaller and make my cops shinier and made of 
metal.

  Hover cars: Everyone who has had to experience traffic wishes they 
had a hover car to zoom in the air and get to work or wherever they want 
to go. Cars like this were described in the popular movie Back to the Future 2 
in 1989. Also 30 years ago Marty McFly arrived in the future and saw these 
awe inspiring inventions, as if the time machine wasn’t jaw dropping enough. I 
understand that technology like this is hard to make and only seems easy 
because of the stunning special effects from this movie, but we aren’t even 
close yet. Not only are cars doomed to stay on the ground in this time, even 
hover boards are far from developed yet. I get that an entirely new traffic 
system would be hard to develop with hovering road signs also needing to 
be made but I need to see some progress on these ideas. There are a lot of 
hovering objects that would not make the world more efficient, but way 
cooler. Scientists better get cracking, 2015 is quickly approaching and I want 
to be airborne by then.
  Time machines: I’ve been waiting for these ever since I spilled water on 
my lap in 3rd grade. The Time Machine, also depicted in the Back to the Future 
movies, is something everyone is waiting for no matter how long it takes. 
Imagine being able to go back into time and fix some of the stupid mistakes 
you’ve made in life. Either something embarrassing, something to make your 
life better or taking back something you said to a loved one that you know 
they will always remember. A world without mistakes seems like what the 
time machine would cause. This not being invented yet is acceptable because 
it must take a lot of plutonium to power, just guessing. But if Doc was able 
to develop the concept of the power source in the 50s, then a lot more 
DeLoreans should be zooming down the highway at 88 miles per hour by now.
  The 80’s imagined all these amazing ideas that the near future would 
be filled with. We are still patiently waiting but we are content with some 
of the inventions that we have now. The idea of having a portable phone that 
has features like a camera and internet access back in the 80’s sounded as 
farfetched as a hover car does now. We just have to keep waiting and hope 
that some future engineers from SUNYIT can speed up the wait. 

Bricken, Rob. “20 Lies Back to the Future II Told Us (Besides the Hoverboard).” 
IO9 We Come From The Future. N.p., 07 Apr. 2013. Web. 18 Feb. 2014.

Ebert, Roger. “RoboCop.” All Content. N.p., n.d. Web. 16 Feb. 2014.
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Send out the Drones

By: Matt Handzel
Designed By: Carles Lojano

            They’re fast, they’re light, and they’re a lot of fun. In this century, drones have become 
one of the best tools for visual exploration, and even though no one uses drones on the same 
scale that the U.S. military does, drones are becoming increasingly common in the private 
sector. While the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) forbids any use of drones for business 
purposes; recreational use is permitted. According to Popular Mechanics magazine, the FAA 
allows private drones to fly above 122 meters or out of sight. However, starting this year, 
those regulations will change to allow drones to fly high into controlled airspace. One of 
the more common radio controlled drones used by civilians today is the battery powered 
qaudrotor with price tags that range within the hundreds. It is also possible to fly your drone 
for business purposes and/or above 122 meters as long as you obtain special permission 
from the FAA, but it’s a long procedure and permission is rarely given. Still, recreational use 
of drones, like spying on the next street’s block party or to make a home movie, is becoming 
more and more accessible to the public. CNN did a special on drone enthusiasts who use DIY 
drones for aerial dogfights where one team’s home-made drone squares off against the others. 
While drone fights are cool, there is a big push in Washington to allow the commercial use of 
drones.  It is almost certain that drones will become an integral part of American economics 
in the 21st century.  

OCULUSRIFT
Written By: Elaine Vuong

Designed By: Ashton SImons

Being immersed in a virtual reality 
has been the average gamer’s dream 
for decades; to completely eliminate 
our environment outside of the video 
game and to literally become a part 
of the game must be an unbelievable 
experience. With the Oculus Rift, a 
virtual reality headset, the gamer 
dream can finally come true. Designer 
Palmer Luckey originally wanted to 
create a headset that could “take 
gaming to the next level”; Oculus VR 
does so much more than this. With 
stereoscopic 3-Dimensional viewing 
capabilities, be ready to put aside 
your boring 2-Dimensional games. You 
also don’t have to feel restricted 
to a narrow field of view; the Oculus 
Rift provides a field of view of 110∘, 
well beyond your peripheral vision. 
So, even though the headset allows 
for 3600 head tracking (with low 
latency, I might add), you probably 
won’t have to move your head as 
much as you would in real life.

According to Gamespot, Oculus VR has 
already filed for RiftConTM, which will 
be a convention where advocates for 
virtual reality gaming can gather and 
meet to share in their enthusiasm.

Despite its apparent originality, 
Oculus VR is already having competition 
in the virtual reality aspect of 
gaming. According to Techland of 
Time Magazine, Sony has been working 
on a similar virtual reality helmet 
for the PlayStation 4, which has 
been rumored to be revealed at the 
Game Developers Conference (GDC) in 
San Francisco on March 17, 2014. 

Will the brand name of Sony lead consumers 
away from the Rift? I would like to say 
that it all comes down to each helmet’s 
specifications and capabilities (considering 
the Rift is compatible with most computer 
operating systems, whereas the Sony helmet 
may be compatible with the PS4 and your 
personal computer), but I predict that 
fans of the Playstation and Sony products 
will lean more towards the Sony headset.

Unfortunately, the Oculus Rift Development 
Kit is not currently available to purchase 
due to a shortage of parts; however, when 
it is back on the market for sale, you 
can buy one for $300.00 for your Windows, 
Mac OS X, and/or Linux. This kit includes 
the Rift headset as well as the Oculus 
SDK (which includes source code and 
documentation). Games that are playable 
for now on the Rift are Hawken, Team 
Fortress 2, Half Life 2, and Eve: Valkyrie.

To find out more about the Oculus Rift or the 
company Oculus VR, visit the following links:
h t t p : / / w w w . o c u l u s v r . c o m /
http://www.ign.com/articles/2014/02/24/
o c u l u s - r i f t - p r o d u c t i o n - h a l t e d
h t t p : / / w w w . g a m e s p o t . c o m /
a r t i c l e s / o c u l u s - r i f t - c o m p a n y -
trademarks-riftcon/1100-6417904/
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Evolution of the Submachine Gun

By Matt Handzel
Designed By: Carles Lojano

 

 The submachine gun, 
or SMG for short, has been 
playing one of the most 
important roles in combat 
since 1918. Basically, an SMG 
is a bigger and badder fully 
automatic pistol. The main 
purpose of an SMG is to provide
 superior amounts of fire within
 close quarters environments. 
There are many different 
variants of SMG’s, but primarily
 any SMG is light, compact, and 
fires pistol rounds at a very high rate. 

         That makes SMG’s extremely  
          attractive to law enforcement  
         and Special Forces. The very   
         first and probably one   
         of the finest submachine   
         guns ever created was the classic 
         Thompson submachine gun, or  
         “Tommy gun”. Created by General 
          John T Thompson in 1918 for  
         military use, the Thompson fired  
         a .45 ACP round. For those of you  
         who don’t know, that’s a big,  
                     powerful round. However, Tommy  
         guns were heavy at 4.9 kg and  
         very long at 85cm.
   

     

The 2nd world war saw a whole new level 
of SMG’s introduced that met the need for
 a smaller but still hard hitting weapon. 
After Israel was formed, the IDF 
(Israeli Defense Force) came out with
 the iconic Uzi. By the late 60’s, 
Heckler & Koch came out with the MP5.
 

       
        

Today, the new kid on the block is the 
KRISS Vector. Vector firearm’s website 
claims it to be the next generation of 
SMG’s. It’s everything you could ever 
want in a 21st century close quarters 
weapon. Your target has body armor? Or 
is behind a car? No problem because like 
the Tommy gun, the KRISS fires .45 ACP 
rounds. Also, its unique design reduces 
recoil by as much as 50% and muzzle 
climb by 95%, so you can sustain full 
auto and still keep rounds on target. And 
best of all its light. Really light. Its total 
weight comes in at a mere 2 kg. So, as a 
product of over a century of evolution, the 
KRISS is likely to become the most iconic 
weapon system of the 21st century just as 
the Tommy gun was in the early 20th. 
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G O O G L E
g l a  s s e s WRITTEN  BY: Elaine  Vuong

DESIGNED BY: Ashton Simons

Have you ever wanted to take a photo of something you saw, 
but weren’t able to get your phone out fast enough? What 
about viewing a transparent map right in front of your eyes 
while hiking on a long trail? And sure, Siri will send text mes-
sages for you by voice command…but what if you didn’t have 
to press and hold the home button in order to do so?

All of this and more are possible with Google’s new invention: the Google Glass. Although the Google 
Glass has been featured and promoted for the last few months, some of you may be wondering what it 
is exactly and how it works. The Google Glass is essentially an Android-powered computer compacted 
into a pair of glasses without the lens; so for those of you who do wear glasses on a regular basis, you 
can simply transfer your lenses from a boring frame to a supercomputer frame! The Google Glass can 
be controlled by its user in one of two ways: voice command, or a touch-sensitive bar on the frame. By 
syncing your smartphone with the Google Glass, you will be able to access a wide variety of features, 
ranging from phone and video calls and messages, GPS navigation, translating languages, and many 
more; they don’t end there – since the Google Glass is still in its conception, the possibilities are endless.
 
Another example of the world that Google Glass will open up for users can be seen with Sarah Brendle, a 
40-year-old woman in Pennsburg whose able body is slowly deteriorating due to a disease called amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis, which eventually leads to paralysis and death. Using a beta test version of Google 
Glass, Brendle is able to command her device to help her do things that she will not be able to do in the future. 
According to the vice president of the Good Shepherd Rehabilitation Network, Google Glass will eventually 
help people like Brendle who have physical disabilities to perform duties that they would otherwise not be 
able to. The device is also expected to assist autistic individuals in recognizing and interpreting emotions.

Specifications of the Google Glass include a 640 x 360 display with a built-in cam-
era with 720p recording capabilities, a rechargeable battery, and 12GB of storage. 

The 12GB of drive space may not sound like much, but keep in mind that these glasses have the ability 
to sync (much like iCloud for Apple users) data to your Google account’s Google Drive. You also don’t 
have to worry about requiring data networks everywhere you go, because Google Glass has built-in Wi-Fi.

As you may already be thinking, this product also raises many issues regarding the privacy of others: “What if 
someone takes a photo or video of me without my knowledge?” “What if someone records my conversations?” 
“Isn’t a computer on your face more distracting [while driving] than texting on your phone?” As with everything 
else in the world of technology, sacrificing privacy is always a risk when it comes to advancements. Although 
Google will be implementing policies and device restrictions in order to protect its customers and others, 
time and experience has proven that there will almost always be ways around it; it is important to recognize 
that your privacy or someone else’s privacy may be invaded because of these awesome spectacles. For 
example, there has already been a strip club that has banned the usage of Google Glass in their buildings.

An additional disadvantage may also come from the “virtual reality” that comes with video game 
apps in the Google Glass; by combining one’s reality with the fantasy of games similar to Grand 
Theft Auto (GTA) or even Angry Birds, where will the line be drawn between reality and fantasy?

Weighing its risks and benefits is a tricky gamble; by using the Google Glass, some-
one could very well be on their way to becoming a cyborg. On the other hand, your priva-
cy could very easily be invaded even when you’re trying to enjoy a cup of tea in a coffee shop.

So far, the Google Glass is not available for consumer use yet; however, a select few people who 
sign up and apply for product testing can purchase a pair for $1,500. To sign up for this Glass Explor-
er Program, simply go to: http://www.google.com/glass/start/how-to-get-one/ and follow the prompts.

h t t p : / / w w w . g o o g l e . c o m / g l a s s / s t a r t / w h a t - i t - d o e s /
h t t p : / / w w w. t e c h r a d a r. c o m / u s / n e w s / v i d e o / g o o g l e - g l a s s - w h a t - y o u - n e e d - t o - k n o w - 1 0 7 8 1 1 4
http://articles.mcall.com/2014-02-16/business/mc-als-google-glass-20140216_1_google-glass-als-patients-pennsburg/2
h t t p : / / m a s h a b l e . c o m / 2 0 1 4 / 0 1 / 2 9 / g o o g l e - g l a s s - g a m e s /
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Check out our new blog at http://factorytimes.sunyit.info for 

Daily blog posts
Contests

Giveaways
& The stuff we couldn’t put in the magazine!

Or find us on Twitter @FactoryTimes & on Facebook (facebook.com/thefactorytimes)



Asteroid Mining
By: Anthony Baptiste
Designed by Paul Juiliani
        Our space program, NASA, has been sending people to space for years. Have you ever wondered the financial ben-
efits of doing so? What do we do in space that makes us money? I mean I’m no aerospace engineer, yet, but what are 
we getting from space travel. As the hippies would argue, “We’re killing the ozone every time we go up there man.” If 
we’re doing that, we should be getting something good out of it. Asteroid mining is one of the profitable reasons that 
we send people to space. 

        Asteroid mining is when we send machines to space to dig out important resources from asteroids. Depending 
on the type of asteroid, different resources of varying importance can be found. Some contain water which can be 
helpful if we decide to, or are forced to live on another planet one day. Asteroids containing mainly water are referred 

to as “C-Type” asteroids because they contain a lot of carbon. A more profitable type of asteroid is 
the “S-Type.” They have been classified as “S-Type” because of the stony surface of the aster-

oid. These asteroids contain important metals such as, iron, nickel and cobalt. Those metals 
aren’t the only metals on the asteroids; these asteroids also contain small amount of plat-

inum and gold, and by small I mean about 110 pounds of these shiny things. The rarest 
type of asteroid is similar to the “S-Type,” however, they are way bigger. “M-Type”, 

or metallic asteroids are supposed to 
be 10 times bigger than the 

“S-Type.” When you put 
that into perspective, 

we would be able 
to find around 

1100 pounds of gold and platinum in these asteroids. Even hippies can’t argue 
with those findings. Unfortunately, it cost too much to go into space to risk not 
finding asteroids of that magnitude. NASA is currently working on technology 
to lower the cost of this process so if you have ideas you should email them or 
something. 

        Even though this process of mining could mean a lot of resources and 
money for the US it has too many drawbacks for it to be attempted on a 
larger and more consistent basis. It cost far too much to send a team 
to space to mine small amounts of gold and platinum, especially since 
this is a fairly new idea. The first tries at this mining process probably 
wouldn’t be as successful as we hope it to be and our economy isn’t in 
the right shape to experiment with these expensive tests. Let’s also not 
forget that this is a very dangerous thing too. One section of our system 
where this process would be done is the asteroid belt, which must be 
difficult to traverse. Also imagine how devastating it would be if the team of 
astronauts doing this mission would not make it back due to an error. Not only would 
their lives be lost, but billions of dollars would have been lost for nothing at the end of 
the day. With the dangers and drawbacks of this process I feel that it would take many years 
before we have the technology and confidence to go through with this process. 

        Asteroid mining is one thing that 
NASA should be working on due to the vast 
amounts of precious resources and potential 
money that could be gained from the pro-
cess. However, new technology must first be 
developed to not only lower the cost of this 
process, but make it more certain that it can 
actually benefit us before we go into space. 
This is a dangerous experiment that needs to 
be more foolproof before we risk the lives of 
astronauts on a potentially fruitless adven-

ture. I believe that one day we will be able 
to venture into space to safely mine and 

potentially start civilizations in space, 
but that’s a long time from now. Till 

then I’m fine with living on Earth; 
all my stuff is here.
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Around

Upcoming Events

Do you want your club’s events to be advertised in our next issue?  Send us the event 
name, time and date to factorytimes@sunyit.edu 

Campus

Factory Times Game-A-Thon
Saturday,02/15

3:00PM - 1:00AM
Student Center MPR

AHAB Rave Party
Friday,02/21

10:00 PM - 1:30 AM
Student Center MPR

Comedian Tracey Ashley 
Tuesday,02/25

9:30PM
Student Center MPR

Movie - Thor: The Dark World
Monday,03/03

9:30 PM
Student Center Movie Theater

Comedian Monroe Martin
Tuesday,03/18

9:30PM
Student Center MPR

Movie - The Lone Survivor
Monday, 03/24

9:30PM
Student Center Movie Theater
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CAMPUS
CANDIDS
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